st andrews poetry forum

The St Andrews Poetry Forum is a new Discussion Forum totally dedicated to the genre of poetry. It currently includes committee members from the School of Modern Languages, Middle Eastern Studies in the School of Ancient History, and STAnza. The Poetry Forum is keen to support initiatives which promote academic as well as artistic and creative events in St Andrews.

programme for 2005/6

Swallowgate  Room 11
at 5.15pm

16 Feb  David Evans
Structure and Suicide: The Poetry of Michel Houellebecq

9 March  Bernard Bentley
John of the Cross: A Poet, his Poems, the Problems

13 April  Federica Pedriali
(University of Edinburgh)
The orange with a missing segment'. On Montale's Le occasioni.

4 May  Prof. Doug Thompson
(University of Hull)
“Un gigante vestito di bianco ”: from History to Myth in Pavese's Poetry'

To be confirmed:
25 March  Dr. Robin Ostle
(University of Oxford)
Translating Arabic poetry